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Prospectus 

 Background Information A.

The use and handling of radioactive materials, including those related to facilities and activities 

involving the mining and processing of radioactive ores, and other naturally occurring radioactive 

material (NORM), are subject to regulatory control, unless specifically exempted because the 

associated risks are considered negligible. As a result, it is necessary to include provisions in national 

regulations to ensure the safe management of such facilities and activities, and to thereby ensure and 

demonstrate protection of people and the environment. In doing so, careful consideration of how to 

apply the three general principles of radiation protection, which concern justification
1
, optimization of 

protection and safety
2
, and application of dose limits

3
, in conjunction with the graded approach

4
, is  

___________________________________________________________________________ 

1 Justification is defined as “the process of determining for a planned exposure situation whether a practice is, overall, beneficial; i.e. 

whether the expected benefits to individuals and to society from introducing or continuing the practice outweigh the harm (including 

radiation detriment) resulting from the practice” [IAEA General Safety Requirement (GSR) Part 3, 2014]. 

2
 Optimization of protection and safety is defined as “the process of determining what level of protection and safety would result in the 

magnitude of individual doses, the number of individuals (workers and members of the public) subject to exposure and the likelihood of 

exposure being “as low as reasonably achievable, economic and social factors being taken into account” (ALARA)” [IAEA GSR Part 3, 

2014]. 

3
 A dose limit is defined as “the value of the effective dose or the equivalent dose to individuals in planned exposure situations that is not 

to be exceeded” [IAEA GSR Part 3, 2014]. 

4
 With respect to the application of the graded approach for protection and safety, GSR Part 3 [IAEA, 2014] states that “for a system of 

control, such as a regulatory system or a safety system, a process or method in which the stringency of the control measures and conditions 

to be applied is commensurate, to the extent practicable, with the likelihood and possible consequences of, and the level of risk associated 

with, a loss of control”. 
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needed, such that the level of oversight and effort required for different types of NORM facilities and 

activities is commensurate with risk.  

To address this topic, the IAEA has developed draft Model Regulations on the Control of Public 

Exposure for Facilities and Activities Involving Uranium and Naturally Occurring Radioactive 

Material that are consistent with IAEA safety standards. The purpose of these Model Regulations is to 

set out model requirements for the safe management of facilities and activities involving radioactive 

ores and other NORM, to ensure and demonstrate protection of people and the environment from the 

radiological hazards they may give rise to. 

 Purpose B.

The purpose of this meeting is to request Member States input for consideration in finalizing the draft 

document provisionally entitled Model Regulations on the Control of Public Exposure for Facilities 

and Activities Involving Uranium and Naturally Occurring Radioactive Material.  

A copy of the draft document will be provided to participants in advance of the meeting. 

 Scope C.

The meeting will provide:  

• An overview of the IAEA’s Radiation Safety Information Management System (RASIMS) as 

a tool for evaluating regulatory infrastructure;  

• An overview of relevant IAEA safety standards that were considered in developing the draft 

the Model Regulations;  

• An overview of comments received on the draft Model Regulations, which will be circulated 

to nominated participants in advance of the meeting;  

• Analysis of feedback received from Member States concerning experiences in the 

development and implementation of national regulations addressing the control of exposures 

from activities and facilities related to radioactive ores and other NORM;  

• Elaboration of possible approaches to integrate the control of public exposure from activities 

and facilities related to radioactive ores and other NORM into the overall national regulatory 

infrastructure;  

• A summary of how Member States input could be incorporated into the draft document prior 

to its finalization; and 

• A forum for discussion of how radioactive ores and other NORM are regulated in Member 

States. 

 Meeting Outputs D.

The key outputs of the meeting will include a compilation of input from Member States, which will be 

considered and incorporated during finalization of the draft Model Regulations. 


